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1. Introduction

Binumarien nouns are that class of words which fill the head slot of noun

phrases and which do not take person and tense suffixes.'

Nouns are divided into two classes on the basis of their different patterns

of suffixation. Class I nouns characteristically take -fa (singular) and -sa

(plural) to mark the subject, and ~na (singular) and -sa or -usa (plural) to

mark nonsubject. Class II nouns, when not preceded by a demonstrative,

characteristically take -fanno to mark the subject, and (singular) and

-uqa or -uqaindi (plural) to mark nonsubject.

Nouns are further subdivided on the basis of prefixation. Nouns of classes

lA and IIA take possessive prefixes. In most instances these prefixes are

obligatory, but there are a few nouns such as maaqa *house' in Class HA
which have optional possessive prefixes. Nouns of classes IB and IIB do not

take possessive prefixes.

Semantically, Class lA consists of some of the kinship terms. Class IB

consists of personal names, Class IIA consists of body parts and the re-

mainder ok the kinship terms, and Class IIB consists of all other nouns.

2. Suffixation

Table 66 shows the various suffixes which occur with Class I nouns and

Table 67 shows the corresponding system of nonlocative suffixes for Class II

' Primary research for this investigation was carried out by Desmond and Jennifer

Oatridge. Alan Healey gave assistance in the organization and analysis of the data and

is responsible for the material in its present form. Financial assistance was given the

Oatridges for Binumarien research from the New Guinea Research Fund of the

Summer Institute of Linguistics.
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nouns. However, a Class II noun which is preceded by a demonstrative

(mi 'that', maa 'this') takes the suffixes of Table 66 instead. All of the

suffix combinations which occur can be ascertained by reading these two

charts from left to right without crossing any horizontal lines. It should be

noted, however, that -faqa 'and' does not co-occur with any of the accom-

paniment suffixes.

For the interrogative and negative suffixes, the second allomorph listed

occurs following the suffixes -fa, -na, -sa, and -faqa, whereas the first allo-

morph occurs in all other contexts. In nouns, when certain combinations of

vowels occur at a morpheme boundary there is reduction: /aa>a, ii>i,

uu>u, ui>u, iaa>aa, aau>au, ae>e/. These reductions deserve a more

detailed investigation.

TABLE 66
Suffixes with Class I Nouns (and with Demonstrative plus Class II Nouns)

-o vocative

-fa singular
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TABLE 67

Suffixes with Class II Nouns without a Demonstrative

-o vocative
•

1

singular, plural
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TABLE 68

Locative Suffixes with Class II Nouns

'at^ (be) 'at'

mau 'along' -saqa (be) 'at'

-ma 'on' -ni ^ -/ (go) 'to'

amemaana *under' -n(in)dari ^^ Andari (come) *from'

runna 'in' (valley) -qari (come) 'from'

hi 'in' 'into' -ndanai (look) 'toward'

'ki -na 'inside' -indaqa (look) 'toward'

-ki -aqa 'among', 'between'

-kasaaqa 'across'

-mamniaaqa 'along the side of
-amuaaqa 'on top of

-amummaqa 'above'

Table 68 lists all of the locative suffixes that have been observed on Class

II nouns. The majority of the combinations of suffixes in the first column

with suffixes in the second column actually occur (but not all). Further

inquiry is needed as to whether (A) any two suffixes in the second column

co-occur, (B) any of the recurring partials na, qa, nda, I, and ri are mor-

phemes.

Noun ^suffixes' in many instances seem to belong rather to the noun

phrase and may also occur on a nominalized clause. They may also be

added to various other complex formations as follows: adjective + -ikira

'a person with this quality'; adjective/verb + -ara abstract noun; Class II

noun and Class I noun + -na + -faqaa 'a person with this thing'; Class 1

1

noun and Class 1 noun -h -na + -siqai 'a person without this thing'; noun

+ (-ara) + foqaa + {-ira) 'a person or thing like this thing'; noun +
-anaaqi 'a person covered with this thing'; noun + locative suffixes + -aa

'a person from this location'.

3. Prefixation

The possessive prefixes are as follows: qi- (before consonants and /),

d- (before vowels other than /) 'my, our'; a- (before consonants and /),

(before vowels other than /) 'your (singular)', 'his', *her'; ni- (before con-

sonants), n- (before vowels) *your (plural)', 'their'.
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